
the SCIENCE 
of   BEAUTY



SCIENCE  BEAUTY



I LIKE THIS?
WHY



HOMEWORK



- Post images you consider beautiful 
- Analyse why? 
- Focus on visuals, ignore the content.

HOMEWORK



(ARTISTIC)BEAUTY = 
FORM + CONTENT



(ARTISTIC)BEAUTY = 
FORM + CONTENT

What? How? 



(ARTISTIC)BEAUTY = 
FORM + CONTENT

What? 

What it means? 
How it feels? 

IDEAS

How? 

What it looks like? 
How it feels? 
 
VISUALS













Nice image?



Nice garden.    Poor image.









VISUAL 
COMPOSITION

principles of





music composition = math



visual composition = psychology



symmetry



asymmetry



peace



aspirations









visual composition 
= 

MENTAL 
ASSOCIATIONS



VISUAL 
COMPOSITION

principles of



HIERARCHY 
principle #1



WHAT’S IMPORTANT?



A red house with a big front porch. A house with a porch in front of centrally 
aligned entrance dor and windows above 
it, with six windows on one side and a 
chimney above them



A red house with a big front porch.



HIERARCHY: 
HOW? 





DOMINANT



DOMINANT subdominants



1 2

3
4





HIERARCHY ENGAGES.



HIERARCHY: 
HOW? 

- SIZE



BIGGEST = DOMINANT



HIERARCHY: 
HOW? 
- SIZE 
- DIFFERENCE



DIFFERENT = DOMINANT

1: COLOR



DIFFERENT = DOMINANT

2: POSITION/ORIENTATION



DIFFERENT = DOMINANT

3: COMPLEXITY



HIERARCHY: 
HOW? 
- SIZE 
- DIFFERENCE

BIG

color, position, complexity



HIERARCHY 
FOLLOWS 
IDEAS
CONCEPTUALLY  
IMPORTANT

VISUALLY 
DOMINANT



ORGANIZED 
IDEAS

VISUAL 
HIERARCHY SUCCESS!



CHAOTIC 
IDEAS

VISUAL 
CONFUSION FAIL!



HIERARCHY 
EXERCIZE: 

2 IMAGES 
- SIZE 
- DIFFERENCE



HIERARCHY 
EXERCIZE:

2 IMAGES 
- SIZE 
- DIFFERENCE

MUST BE: 
- FLAT 
- SQUARE

5 MIN



BALANCE 
principle #2



< too much weight



< too much weight balanced













SYMMETRY 
OR NOT? 

big question:



(A)SYMMETRY 
psychology of



symmetry
stability 

calm 

persistence



.. with exceptions!



asymmetry
unstable balance 

change 

movement 

tension 



asymmetry
unstable balance 

change 

movement 

tension 

choose what you need:

symmetry
stability 

calm 

persistence



unstable balance 

change 

movement 

tension 

stability 

calm 

persistence

New Oman Parliament BMW Welt, Munich

Not only in architecture, but presentation (photos) too!



Not only in architecture, 
but presentation (photos) too!











BALANCE 
EXERCIZE: 

2 IMAGES 
- SYMMETRY 
- ASYMMETRY



BALANCE 
EXERCIZE:

2 IMAGES 
- SYMMETRY 
- ASYMMETRY

MUST BE: 
- FLAT 
- SQUARE

5 MIN



Contrast 
Rhythm 
Alignment 
Proximity 

secondary principles



Contrast 
Rhythm 
Alignment 
Proximity 

secondary principles



Contrast 
Rhythm 
Alignment 
Proximity 

secondary principles



Contrast 
emphasize difference





old new



Contrast 
emphasize difference

use it to: 
- emphasize hierarchy 
- make something stand out



make something stand out



Contrast 
Rhythm 
Alignment 
Proximity 

secondary principles



Rhythm 
manage repetition



monotonous repetition



varying repetition



boring 
 
or 
 
soothing/relaxing  
(comfortably predictable)

playful 
 

or 
 

tiresome 
(demanding attention)

choose what you need















Contrast 
Rhythm 
Alignment 
Proximity 

secondary principles



Alignment 
order through visual connection



central alignment edge alignment







alignment reduces visual complexity



choose what you need
boring 
 
or 
 
easy to orientate 
(comfortably predictable)

playful 
 

or 
 

tiresome 
(demanding attention)



Contrast 
Rhythm 
Alignment 
Proximity 

secondary principles



Proximity 
grouped elements work as one



grouped elements work as one

8 visual elements 2 visual elements



grouping enhances comprehension



grouping enhances comprehension



CRAP 
EXERCIZE: 

2 IMAGES 
choose 2 from 
CRAP principles



CRAP 
EXERCIZE:

2 IMAGES 
choose two 
CRAP principles

MUST BE: 
- FLAT 
- SQUARE

5 MIN


